Egan Library
Student Course Rating Comments Fall 2016
Library Instruction and User Education
ED638JD1

Jonah is awesome.

EDSE610JD2
ENGL111J03
ENGL111J04
PSY101-J01
SOC410KD1
SSCI300KD1
SSCI300KD1

I did take the mini-course on the e-library. I just haven't needed to use it, yet.
Jennifer Ward came into our class and helped with UAS library resources for a whole class period.
We had someone come to class to give us tips for doing research which was very helpful. Waiting to print
things before class was stressful if I'm running late and there is a line for the 1 printer kiosk .
We had an instructor come in who showed us how to use the specific resources
We had a great learning session with a librarian which is very helpful for learning how to search for things.
I definitely used a lot of databases and such to help me with this course! The librarians were a big help in
refining my search and making it easier for me to get everything I needed.
The library was great in this course. They helped with the rigorous sources that were asked for and helping to
find sources that were not immediately seen as relevant to the subject but turned out to be really important
in the paper. Experience matters!

Library Facility and Services, Learning Center, Testing, and Writing Center
ACCT454JD1

I didn't use any library resources, but often studied at the UAS Juneau library to escape a
noisy home environment. This was extremely helpful as I have a really difficult time
concentrating at home!

ANTH314J01
ANTH375J01
BIOL111TD2
BIOL240TD4
CHEM103TD1
CIS105-K01

I used the computers everyday! It was the only place I could get homework done. I love the library.

ED593-J07
ED620-JD2
ED626-JD1
ENGL092J01

I use the computers in the library all the time! It's the one place I can get work done.
The testing center had the highest importance, the online library was great for relevant articles.
pleasantly surprised; the library desk was very helpful (knowledgeable)
It is the best. I use the library regularly. The tutors there were extremely helpful.
I didn't really use the Library as a resource for this class but any other time I was their I always had a pleasant
experience while being their.
I mean, they're great. I've been there and they're very useful. I just didn't use them for this course...
Couple of weekends I wished it was open later
This is actually the first class for which I've used the library and it was extremely helpful.
The writing center I got a lot of good help from Taylor and Allison in the writing center and a lot of help in
the learning center mostly from auggie

ENGL211J01
ENGL223J01
ENGL461J01
ENVS213J01
GEOG410J01

I will need to continue to make appointments in the writing center.

HIST105-J01

I did not have need of the resources at this time and even though I know the writing center was open and
available to help with formatting of my papers I didn't feel like I needed to utilize them for this class.
I didn't use any library resources except for a place to study.
Library wasn't very helpful (not needed), but the learning center was very helpful!

HIST105-J01
MATH105J02
MATH151J01
MATH151J01
MATH151J02
MATH152J01

MATH253J01
ODS116-J01
PHIL371-J01
PSY313-J01

SOC101-KD1
SOC302-KD1
SOC345-KD1
SOC375-J01
SOC377-J01
STAT273J01
STAT273J01
STAT273J01
UNIV101KD1

The OneStop online search on uas.alaska.edu is very helpful! I used it for almost all the essays for the course.
The printing process has become too much of a hassle to actually be useful.
I use the library everyday for homework on the computers.
The computers in the library were literally always broken, three of us from class would do our assignments
together, and we would try to do them in the library but we could never sit next to each other because the
computers were always down. Once we switched from the library computers to the learning center
computers it made a huge difference, the learning center is GREAT. Their computers were never down and
we could all sit by each other to get the assignments done.

I love the learning center!
the learning center was very helpful
The learning center is in the Egan library and that was a very useful resource for this course.
Not sure where the Learning Center fits into Resources and Services, but I'd like to extend a big shout-out to
the Math tutors in TLC. I'm so impressed by the enthusiasm to teach that the tutors exhibit. TLC is a major
credit to my success in this class and I am so sincerely grateful to each and every tutor that put up with my
silly questions!
I love studying in the library, but I did not use any of the library resources.
Good service, why are the guest computer's so much faster than the student computers? Why is the student
time limit only and hour?
I use the library computers and atmosphere for writing and reading everyday. I love it.
I broke my computer before the semester started so I have been having to check out the library laptops and
they kind of suck. The internet sucks and they often freeze on me so it is difficult to get my school work done
on them because it take so long to do anything.
Thank goodness for laptop loans.
I would have been up a creek without the library! The online services were so essential and the in person
help was amazing! I love the library in all its forms!
The library is amazing and fantastic! Without their online and personal help I could not have completed this
course.
The new printing system in the library, made printing more difficult.
The printing system this year is less than ideal.
Having ssps available to me through the library computers was very nice.
I will continue to use the learning center to seek help on assignments.
this whole thing about charging for printing is bullshit!
Library was very resourceful and helpful. I enjoyed my experience every time I've been there.

Library Online Access
ANTH202KD1

Having an option for chat available is great, it saved time and made it possible for the
library to send links to very useful resources that I hadn't previously known were
available.

ANTH205KD1
ANTH314J01

There is a bit of a learning curve when first using the library resources, particularly the search function and I
wish there were more filter features.
I used ebscohost for both of the papers I wrote for this class, Dan also gave our class a tour of the library so
we knew where to go for extra articles.

ANTH393KD1
ART160-TD1

Off campus access is critical to my success as a student.

ART205-J01

I never needed to seek the library services for this course though I do often utilize the library searchable
database resources for this and other courses.
Egan library gave me access online to art model books which I used for assigned class homework studies. The
librarian even made a call to the provider so that I could keep a photo up in screen longer without losing the
connection which was really helpful!

BA151-JD1
BA251-JD1
BA343-JD1

I used ebscohost and it was helpful.
It is great to have so many articles accessible online for students that are distance like myself.
It is so wonderful to have so many sources available online for when you are in distance courses. We still
access the resources needed and it is wonderful you can have books shipped to libraries closer to you.
GREAT LIBRARY RESOURCES!!!!!!!!!

BIOL112TD1
BIOL215-J01

Access to research articles would make discussions more rigorous.

BIOL393-J01

The interlibrary loan site to request articles doesn't work on chrome which is inconvenient. I shouldn't have
to download a new browser just to request articles.
I tried several times in the beginning through the middle of our class semester to use the Egan Library
resources. Each time I tried to use it, I just ended up frustrated. It is just too complicated and time
consuming to get down to the article that you need. Especially when all you have to do in a Google search is
type words that reflect what you are looking for instead of all the steps you have to take to get to an article
in the Egan Library. As time went on, I just stopped wasting my time and used other resources. TIME IS
VALUABLE!
The online resources were great. We are online so we only needed the online resources.
I did not find information I was looking for, and got confused using it

ED230-JD2

ED638-JD1
ENGL111T01
ENGL111T01
ENGL111TD1

the library is awesome and deserves more money for access to more science based databases like WEB OF
SCIENCE. however, the printer at the library is a little annoying. not because I have to pay, but because
sometimes it just doesn't want to work.

It's nice to have access to the online journal resources
The chat option is useful only sometimes. My last attempt I was asked to chat later or hold while they
assisted another student. I responded that I would hold and after 15 minutes I sent a message to politely let
them know I was still holding and would continue to do so. Whoever was responsible for the chat assistance
that day simply turned off chat option as if they went to lunch.

ENGL111TD2
ENGL211J03
ENGL419KD1

I am not currently in Alaska where I could have used the Library more to my liking, but the library staff
helped me find articles online and sent me an email regarding this. So that was helpful.
Search database is a great resource.

ENVS102J02

The interlibrary loan site to request articles did not work on chrome which was inconvenient. I should not
have to download a new browser to request articles.

GEOG101KD1

I did not utilize the library services for this course, though I use the searchable datable resources for this
course and others on a regular basis.

This is the first time I have checked out books through interlibrary loan, my books arrived in a timely manner
and I am not sure why I haven't used this resource before...

GEOG101KD1

These library sources have been integral to my success in nearly every single courses that I have enrolled in
while at UAS. They are priceless tools that I hope every student utilizes.

GEOG102J02
GEOL105KD1
HS206-J01
PADM601JD1
PADM604JD2
PADM625JD2
PADM625JD2
PADM671JD3
PS102-J01
PSY245-KD1

Ebscohost was awesome, I used it for my term paper.

PSY302-J01
PSY302-KD1
PSY313-J01
SOC302-J01
STAT273KD1

I used the UAS library resources quite a lot to search for journal articles on relating topics.
I only used online resources to find articles for research papers.
Learning how to navigate and research the online UAS database is a great resource I plan to use in the
future.
Article databases were easy to use. I used the librarian services at UAA and UAF to complement research and
was grateful to have access to those resources as well.
I very much use the library resources available for research with my papers and I appreciate the ease of use
and the ease to which most articles or books or easily available, very rarely an article was not available.
The UAS Library to use for resources is difficult to navigate, so I rarely use it. There should be some type of
video on how to use this when looking up scholarly journals to use for a paper for Public Administration.
the library online is most helpful in rural Alaska
I used Ebscohost to write a research paper in this class.
Initially it was a little confusing or challenging to access the information I was looking for, however, once I
felt situated on the site I was able to use it with no further issues.
Egan Library's resources were extremely helpful! I used Ebscohost and ScienceDirect throughout the entire
semester. Super helpful!!
Jstor is a frustrating system to use, the search engine does not allow for very specific searching, and many of
the "relevant" articles are quite outdated.
The only thing is the interlibrary loan page to request articles does not work on chrome which was
inconvenient.
I used Psyche Info to obtain research for my final paper, but only ever went to the library to take tests and
study.
I really enjoy the tutor.com resource for math classes. Its very helpful.

Collections
BIOL111TD4

They didn't have the lab manual in Juneau. I didn't get a lab manual so this semester ha
been challenging.

BIOL240TD3
CHEM105J01
DESL110K01
ED230-JD1
ED302-JD1

There was no effort to provide access to journals. This is foundational to creating rigorous discussions in a
science course.
Past exam examples were amazing!

ED320A-JD1

I actually visited the library and read up on diesel engines before the class began. I found some wonderful
books that taught me more than i needed to know in the actual class.
JSTOR was extremely beneficial to this course.
I use the Egan Library often for all of my classes. The education section and children's section were very
helpful.
I found the textbook at the University library. It's an older version, but a new copy was $175 and I was not
going to spend that kind of money on a month long class. Thank you for keeping copies of the textbooks
available (even if they are 20 years old. A newer version of the book would be nice too).

EDET679JD1

The more journal resources we have, the better. In an educational technology program, if we are limited to
articles due to accessing immediately for a blog research need for that week, requesting an article is not
timely. We need up to date articles that are readily available.

ENGL092TD1

Ebscohost gave relevant and in depth articles. It was useful and helpful for my assignments

ENGL111J02
ENGL261TD1
ENGL311JD1
ENVS213J01

One search is the shit!

HS206-J01
MATH055J03
MATH055J03
MATH055J03
MATH105J01

So happy that they had the textbook on reserve so that I could study on campus if I forgot my book at home.
The library let us check out the course book for free which was awesome

MATH151J01
PADM604JD1
PADM625JD1
PADM625JD2
PS393-J01
PS393-JD1

Textbook was always available!

PSY101-J01

There is a vast amount of resources available to the student through the Library, it was very helpful!
I always get my books from the library when they are available, it really saves a lot of money! Thank you! :)
For all of my classes in the natural sciences I found the library lacked access to important databases which
contained journals in fields such as hydrology and geology in particular. The Wiley library database would be
a very useful resource.

They gave everyone in the course a textbook for the semester!
Used the learning centre for tests and got my book from the library which was nice
My algebra book was delayed in being shipped to me, I went to the library and was able to get a copy so that
I could photocopy the first chapter for my class. I also used the tutoring center to do homework and ask
questions when I needed help.

I used Ebscohost quiet frequently throughout the semester
Ebscohost and JSTOR were helpful resources for this class.
I love EBSCOhst, I just access it through a different proxy
The library didn't seem to have very many scholarly rescouces relating to political science
Papers were available via EbscoHost that we required for our project. I was also able to look up Newspaper
articles not otherwise accessible.
We used PsychINFO a lot

General Positive Feedback
ANTH193PK01
ANTH200KD1
ANTH200KD1

the library has great recourses in it to use.. I was only in it for researching my paper.

ANTH393KD1
ART261-J01

ILL is the best!!

ART393-J01

The librarians are so nice and helpful.

BA151-J01
BIOL441-J01
CIS105-K01
COMM111K01

If it was easily findable yes.
librarian were super helpful in finding articles i couldt locate.
I was able to get help for and help others with a couple things in Microsoft Office through the librarians.
I used the library a lot for my informative and persuasion speech. The librarians are really helpful, and I love
that we have access to so many sources from our databases.

Beatrice Franklin was especially helpful in guiding me through the processes for getting
a library card and requesting materials.
the librarians where helpful at helping me find the information that was needed, they
even helped me refocus my paper so that it would be more clear & suited with the right
resources that was needed.
Very supportive!

COMM111K01

The Librarians were knowledgeable, very helpful in helping find material and teaching us how to look up
information for our speeches.

ED626-JD1
ED638-JD1
EDSE610-JD2

Very helpful!
They are excellent!
Unable to get into the Open House. Library were very helpful in showing me how to access journal
databases.
Very helpful.
The Egan lirary was super helpful for me, and the librarians that were able to chat at ALL times was such an
advantage!
The library was an incredible resource. If Dr. Trafton hadn't included this in the course I fear I wouldn't have
known about it.
The librarian and her helper had a lot of knowledge about resources and helped me with laptop
information and other things that I needed.
This helps but sometimes I needed some guide or information on the weekend and I did not find it.
It was all there to help us, but I didn't use it for my papers.

ENGL111-J02
ENGL111-T01
ENGL111-TD1
ENGL111-TD2
ENGL111-TD2
ENGL193PT01
ENGL212-KD1
ENGL261-J01
ENGL311-JD1
ENGL311-JD1
ENGL362-J01
HS105-J01
HUM210-KD1
MATH055-J03
PADM625JD2
PE103-J04
PHIL371-J01
PSY101-KD2
PSY302-KD1
SOC101-KD1
SOC101-KD1
SOC410-KD1
SSCI200-KD1
SSCI200-KD1

The UAS Ketchikan Librarians are so helpful and knowledgeable!
Great!
Keep up the awesome work, Egan library! j
The librarians were always so attentive and gave me some awesome advice!
Also, the Learning Center and the Writing Center staff are great!
Great people and place.
The librarians were extremely helpful at helping look for some specific information.
Help is there when you need it.
Great resources, thank you.
They provide good resource for us students throughout the course of the semester.
Always a very strong resource.
They were there to help you, but I had a hard time using the site for looking up articles I needed for the
class.
If it wasn't for the library resource and service, I wouldn't be able to learn what i did.
I didn't really need them for this course, though in general I find them very helpful! I'm so happy we have
access to these resources.
research material is important
The library and the librarians are the most used resource! The people are always interested, cheerful and
helpful and the online article collections are amazing and saved so many university students grade lives.
I definitely used the library and the databases for this class a lot. Many papers were written, so all the help I
got was much appreciated.
Important to get research material

